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PSI 180 grit gripper pads must be applied to the lap with no wrinkles and centered as closely as possible.

1. Inspect lap for damage and dings.

2. Clean laps to remove all glue and residue.

3. It is recommended that the lap be checked for accuracy at this time.

4. Center the gripper pad on the lap and adhere using a pad press.

5. Inspect pad, do no leave any wrinkles, creases or bumps in the pad.

335 EASY LIFT DIAMOND PAD SYSTEMS FOR GLASS

PSI’s 335 Easy Lift Diamond Fining Pad needs to be broken in properly for maximum use.  Breaking in releases the

diamonds and conforms the pads into a convex shape.  When doing this procedure, break in several pads at a time so

there is always a fresh set available.

1. Using a pad press and a BARE 8 base lap, press each diamond pad to form a convex shape.

2. Place a 280 grit fining pad onto a 6 base lap. This fining pad will serve as a temporary gripper pad during the break-

in process only.

3. Block a 2-4 base single vision crown glass lens and generate an accurate 6 diopter curve on the lens leaving it

thick. Give the lens a strong safety bevel. A precise 6 curve on the lens will help keep the pad centered during the

break-in process.

4. Position the 6 base lap with the 280 grit fining pad into the cylinder machine.

5. Place the preformed diamond pads and the generated lenses into position.

6. Switch off the lifting of the head option on the cylinder machine and be sure the coolant is flowing.

7. Start the machine.   If pad begins to slip stop the machine and center the pad then restart.  It will take several starts

for the pad to form to the 6 curve and stay centered on the lap.

8.  Use .8 to .9 bar and an 8 minute cycle.  Run until the pad centers and sets on the lap.

9. When the cycle is complete, inspect the pad by examining the dark areas.  If there is a dark line (1-1.55 mm thick),

around the entire edge of the pad and around every hole, the pad is broken in.  If there are areas where the pad is

not broken in, place it back in the machine and run for another 3 minutes.

DIAMOND FINING PAD BREAK-IN  INSTRUCTIONS

GRIPPER PAD INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

DIAMOND PAD USAGE IN PRODUCTION

After the initial set up, the operator will have three pad types to use in production;  newly broken in pads will be used

for mid-range up to a 7 curve;  after 5-10 cycles these pads will be uniformly broken in and then can be used for flat

curves and the oldest and thinnest pads (after approx. 225 surfaces)  will be used for high curves.  As the pads wear,

they will get thin and brittle and may flake.  This cycling of the pads from mid-range to flat to high curves becomes

routine for the operator. Experience has shown that the life of the 335 pad is 350-400 lenses.

Recommendation:  Fine for 2-3 minutes at .75-.80 bar pressure


